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Abstract   

The historical development of lighting technologies has been characterized by what evolution theorists call 'punctuated 

equilibrium': a succession of long periods of stable development followed by short periods of rapid change when key 

technological breakthroughs give rise to new lighting paradigms. Nowadays with the massive deployment of LED-based 

solid state lighting systems the illumination field is undergoing one of such accelerated transformation events. In parallel, 

a growing body of research has unveiled some of the complex interactions between the daily cycles of light and darkness 

and the regulating mechanisms of individuals, populations and ecosystems, including humans. This communication 

addresses some of the challenges that this new situation poses for the development of sustainable lighting systems.  
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1. "AND THE NIGHT WAS WIPED OUT FROM EARTH…" 

Artificial lighting has been and continues to be a key factor for the progress of humankind. The availability of light 

during the natural dark period enabled the extension of human activies into the nightime, and helped to improve visual 

performance and safety both indoors and outdoors throughout the whole day. Artificial lighting has a long, rich, and 

interesting history, strongly tied to the advancements of science. Its technological evolution has been characterized by 

punctuated equilibrium, that is, by long periods of steady and incremental development followed by short steps of rapid 

change where new breakthroughs led to deep transformations in the ways of producing and using artificial light. The 

pace of these changes has been accelerating with time: after centuries of lighting based on the combustion of wood, 

tallow, oil, or gas, new ways of lighting were quickly developed since mid-XIX century in the wake of the spreading of 

use of electric power (electric arcs, incandescent lamps, gas-discharge and fluorescent sources).  

The detailed report published by the International Energy Agency
1
 for the year 2005 estimated at 134.7 Plm·h the overall 

light production worldwide. The 99% of this figure corresponded to electric lighting, using up a total of 2651 TWh of 

energy that amounted to the 19% of the world's electricity consumption. Overall, the lighting expenditure represented the 

1.2% of the world's GDP for that year. Light production and use increased at a fast rate throughout history: according to 

some estimates the light produced per capita at the United Kindom in the year 2000 was 6500 times higher than in 

1800.
2
 This dramatic increase in overall light production was accompanied by a no less noticeable increase in lamp 

efficacy: in the pre-LED period from 1960 to 2005 the average efficacy of the lighting systems increased from 18 lm/W 

to 50 lm/W worldwide.
3 
 

Light at nighttime is something that most of us can safely take for granted today. However, this is a relatively new 

situation in the course of the human history. As an astonished fictional character in a novel describing the first uses of 

electric arcs in public lighting in mid-1800s put it "the night was wiped out from Earth…!" 
4
 

Nowadays with the massive deployment of LED-based solid state lighting (SSL) systems our world is undergoing one of 

such accelerated pace events. SSL sources can already match and even outperform the luminous efficacy of gas-

discharge lamps, allow for an easier control of the light propagation that translates into higher utilisation factors, and can 

be switched at will at fast temporal rates, opening the door to smart lighting systems. Although some well grounded 

concerns remain regarding their durability in actual settings, color reproducibility and overall lifetime budget, there is an 

ample consensus that solid-state sources will dominate the lighting landscape in the next few years. 
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2. LIGHT POLLUTION: MORE THAN AN ENERGY EFFICIENCY ISSUE 

The huge amount of energy consumed by the global lighting system poses no litte challenges from the point of view of 

sustainability. The IAE report quoted above,
1
 estimated that 1900 million tonnes of CO2 emissions were directly 

associated to lighting in 2005, equivalent to about the 70% of the emissions produced by all world's light-duty vehicles. 

It comes as no surprise that the sustainability of lighting has raised sensible concerns, that are being addressed mainly 

through the development of more energy-efficient light sources. 

However, the progressive disappearance of the nighttime environment produced other relevant effects. In the billions of 

years elapsed since the formation of the Earth the natural environment has evolved under periodic and relatively stable 

cycles of light and darkness: the daily cycle of day and night, the monthly cycle associated to the Moon, and the yearly 

cycle of the seasons. Most if not all lifeforms have evolved under these periodic light patterns, developing adaptations to 

make the most of them. Now, for the first time in the geological history of our planet, this environment is being 

progressively distorted by the artificial emissions of light at night.  

Light pollution, an overall concept that encompasses the detrimental effects arising from the alteration of the natural 

night darkness levels due to the artificial emissions of light, began to be recognized as a pressing problem about forty 

years ago by astronomers and astrophysicists that witnessed the progressive deterioration of the night sky quality at the 

leading astronomical observatories.
5
 Since then, and besides greenhouse gas emissions, unwanted and potentially 

worrisome effects of the increased levels of artificial light at night (LAN), strongly enhanced under overcast skies,
6-7

 

have been reported in ecology,
8-11

 science and culture including intangible heritage preservation,
12-14

 and atmospheric 

chemistry,
15

 among other fields. But probably the most far-reaching concerns that arose in the last decade are those 

related to human health.  

 

3. THE MELANOPSIN AGE: CIRCADIAN PHOTOTRANSDUCTION AND SPECTRAL 

BLUESHIFT 

That light and human health are strongly interrelated is no big news: it has long been known that light can heal but also 

can harm. With all due qualifications, the old Renaissance sentence dosis sola facit venenum ("the dose makes the 

poison") can be applied to light. Photochemical and photothermal processes induced by light produced by natural and 

artificial sources are part of the normal physiology of the human body, with both positive (e.g. vitamin synthesis) and 

negative (e.g. skin burn, photooxidative processes) outcomes. In the last decades, especially since the advent of the laser, 

they are also sucessfully used in a wide range of diagnostic and therapeutic techniques. Photodisruptive processes 

generated by ultrashort laser pulses have been instrumental for developing a whole new set of clinical applications.
16

 

Light in itself has been historically defined and studied in terms of the human visual response, that is, the response 

associated to visual perception. From this standpoint light is essentially an information carrier which provides data about 

the environment. Light detection and transduction was traditionally associated to two main types of photoreceptors 

present in the human retina: the rods and the (S, L, and M) cones. However, vision is not the whole story about light and 

eyes.
17

 As early as 1927, C.E. Keeler reported about some non-visual light-induced responses (iris contraction) in blind 

rodents.
18

 Seventy years had to pass until the end of the XX century, when evidence accumulated pointing to the 

existence of a third and unknown type of photoreceptors in mammalians.
19-20

 The determination of the action spectrum of 

the light-induced regulation of the levels of the hormone melatonin (MLT) reinforced the need for this novel 

photoreceptor in humans.
21-22

 The pace of discovery dramatically accelerated in the following years, with the key finding 

by Berson et al
23

 that these new photoreceptors were a subset of retinal ganglion cells intrinsically photosensitive 

(ipRGC) and with the identification of melanopsin, which had been detected a few years before in the amphibian retina,
24

 

as the ipRGC opsin.
25-26

 As of 2007 the functionality of the ipRGC mechanism in humans had been firmly established.
27

 

The connection between the ipRGC and the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) of the brain has been linked to several 

physiological regulation processes, among them the photic entrainment of master oscillator that synchronizes the 

circadian rythms of our bodies. Alertness, sleep/wake cycles, food intake, body temperature, and hormone production 

(including MLT), among others, are processes that show a circadian ("about a day") periodicity. They are controlled by a 

central brain oscillator whose free period -variable among subjects- is close but not exactly equal to 24 hours, and that is 

entrained and kept synchronized with the natural cycles using the photic information provided by the ipRGC. The 

changes between light and darkness help to adjust our body to the daily cycle associated to the rotation of the Earth, and 



 

 
 

 

the changes in the photoperiod, that is, in the fraction of the day during which an organism is exposed to light, provide 

strong seasonal clues. Exposure to LAN modifies this natural periodicity. Altough it has been shown that controlled 

LAN exposure may be beneficial as a therapeutic tool for treating some pathological conditions (e.g. seasonal affective 

disorder), its chronic disruption is associated to a wide set of illnesses like sleep and psychiatric disorders, obesity, 

diabetes and several kind of cancers.
28-29

  

Particular effort has been devoted in the last years to elucidate the connection between the chronic deficit of MLT and 

different types of tumors.
29

 MLT is a powerful antioxidant and oncostatic agent whose normal release takes place at the 

central hours of the night, independently from the wake/sleep state of the subject but requiring conditions of near 

complete darkness. The daily production of MLT can be rapidly suppressed by exposure to LAN, either to short pulses 

or to a prolonged illumination, being the blue wavelenghts much more effective than longer ones to elicit this response.
30

 

Chronic disruption of the circadian rythms associated to MLT suppression by LAN has been deemed probably 

carcinogenic for humans by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) of the World Health Organization 

(WHO),
31

 and the adverse effects of LAN have been the subject of recent warnings issued by the American Medical 

Association (AMA)
32

 and the European Union's Scientific Committee on Emerging and Newly Identified Health Risks 

(SCENIHR).
33

  

The action spectrum for melatonin suppression peaks in the blue region of the spectrum, at about 450-480 nm. 

Traditional light sources used in indoor and outdoor lighting, with a few exceptions, have comparatively little emissions 

at these wavelengths. The SSL "environmentally friendly" white LEDs, however, pose some spectral challenges. These 

widely deployed LEDs based on phosphor-converted GaN or InGaN sources, show a strong peak in the blue, centered 

around 440-470 nm, and have raised reasonable concerns due to their coincidence with the peak of the MLT action 

spectrum.
34

 The foreseeable increase of the emission levels at this region of the spectrum both in public and domestic 

lighting (the "spectral blueshift") represents a relevant change in the spectral composition of the light at night, being its 

spreading through the atmosphere greatly enhanced by Rayleigh scattering. A growing sientific consensus is emerging 

about the need of minimizing the exposure to that band of wavelenghts at the central hours of the night
28

 and of 

developing photonic technologies for its measurement and monitoring.
35

  

From the public health viewpoint light could be sensibly considered without too much exaggeration as a drug: it interacts 

with the human body and is able to cause both beneficial and negative effects, even concurrently and in a single person 

and context.
36

 This issue deserves at least some careful consideration. As graphically pointed out by Hölker et al, "Unless 

managing darkness becomes an integral part of future conservation and lighting policies, modern society may run into a 

global self-experiment with unpredictable outcomes".
37

 

 

4. THE QUEST FOR SUSTAINABLE LIGHTING 

Any sustainable approach to lighting should take into account this complex network of interactions between light and 

environment, including the multiple human-related factors. Sustainability is indeed more than an energy efficiency issue. 

Energy efficiency is doubtless an important variable, but it would not be particularly wise to adopt it as the only driving 

force for the strategic choice of the lighting systems.  

Moreover, when it comes to sustainability what really matters is not energy efficiency itself but reduction in energy 

consumption.
 
Very often both concepts are implicitly deemed equivalent, although they are not.

38
 According to the 

classical Jevon's paradox
39

 there is an actual risk that the improvements in source efficacy will not translate into 

comparable energy savings, but will give rise to a bigger consumption of cheaper light.
2
 As M. Luckiesh put it as early as 

1920, "In general, the light-user has taken advantage of the decrease [of lighting costs] by increasing the amount of light 

used and the period during which it is used."
40

 Placing too much emphasis on energy efficiency may lead us to miss the 

key point: the need of keeping within reasonable limits the overall energy consumption worldwide.  

A sensible standpoint for sustainable lighting could consider light-at-night as a potential pollutant, whose negative 

effects shall be traded-off against the benefits it brings to diverse fields of human activity. Some basic criteria that may 

help to achieve a sustainable lighting scheme are: 

- Help to preserve the night as an essential part of the Earth daily cycle: excepting for some particular uses at very 

definite locations there is no point in attempting to create a permanent daytime world.  



 

 
 

 

- Avoid photon spills, putting the light where and when needed. SSL sources afford big opportunities for designing and 

implementing taylored lighting systems. 

- Care about the light quality outdoors and indoors, avoiding potential disruptors of circadian rythms. 

- Reduce the ecological footprint, being aware of the multiple unwanted consequences that may arise from flooding with 

light what should be a dark natural realm. 

- Listen to Vision Sience experts: more light does not necessarily mean better vision. Take into account well-established 

criteria for comfortable lighting (e.g. Kruithof curves). 

- Make a fair evaluation of existing lighting technologies, taking into account not only their explicit costs but also the 

implicit ones and the associated externalities, including those derived from raw materials extraction, processing, 

manufacturing, transportation, use and disposal. 

 

5. OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE OPTICS AND PHOTONICS COMMUNITY. 

Light pollution is an essentially interdisciplinary field of research. Any comprehensive assessment of the effects of LAN 

requires taking into acount a wide range of phenomena, from basic radiation-matter interaction processes to complex 

effects on organisms, species and whole ecosystems. Preventing light pollution and addressing its unwanted 

consequences in an efficient way requires of additional contributions from the social and health siences. No single 

branch of the scientific community is expected to master by itself the whole ensemble of knowledge required to face this 

global challenge.  

Since light pollution issues entered the scientific agenda in the mid 70s of the past century the number and scope of the 

communities engaged in light pollution research has increased steadily: astronomy and astrophysics, biology and 

environmental sciences, public health, lighting engineering, heritage management, and economics and law, among 

others, have made substantial contributions to the understanding and handling of this problem. 

The Optics and Photonics community has been relatively underrepresented in light pollution research. Overall, our 

scientific community seems to be optimally situated to play a fundamental role in this field. A deep knowledge of the 

processes associated to the generation of light, its propagation and interaction with matter, its detection and 

measurement, and the theoretical models, methods and mathematical tools required to convert bare information into 

useful knowledge are part of our most valuable assets. These strengths should allow us not only to develop our own 

research programs in this area but also to provide a critical support to the studies carried out by other scientists, 

especially in the biomedical and environmental fields.  

Several initiatives can be adopted to improve this situation in the short and mid-term. Among them, introducing light 

pollution as a transversal issue in our research programs, addressing global sustainability and not only energy efficiency 

from the very first stages of design of new light sources and optical devices, and introducing basic contents on light 

pollution at all levels of Optics education, from undergraduate to master. And last but not least, looking for exciting new 

challenges in this field. Listening to astronomers, environmentalists and public health researchers will contribute to 

broaden the scope of our work. 

 

6. THE INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF LIGHT 2015 

The forthcoming celebration of the International Year of Light and Light-based Technologies
41

 in 2015 (IYL-2015) is an 

outstanding opportunity to increase the social visibility of Optics and Photonics. Anyone involved in the International 

Year of Astronomy 2009 may bear witness for the long-standing momentum that this celebration gave to Astronomy and 

Astrophysics in particular and to science outreach in general. 

The IYL-2015, proclaimed by the United Nations (UN) General Assembly 68th Session during its 71st Plenary Meeting 

in December 2013, deals with all human dimensions of light. Sustainability, in its broadest sense, is one of its core 

values. Raising awareness on light pollution is an explicit aim. Among the stated goals of the IYL-2015 the following 

ones have particular relevance regarding this issue:
42

 "Improve the public understanding of how light and light-based 

technologies touch the daily lives of everybody, and are central to the future development of the global society. (...) 



 

 
 

 

Promote the importance of lighting technology in sustainable development, and for improving quality of life in the 

developing world. Highlight and explain the intimate link between light and art and culture, enhancing the role of optical 

technology to preserve cultural heritage.(...)." 

Light pollution issues are also explicitly or implicity addessed in all four broad thematic fields of IYL-2015: Science of 

Light, Light Technology, Light in Nature, and Light and Culture. Sustainable development is also a cross-cutting theme, 

with two activities that specifically deal with sustainable lighting: "A LightDay for Earth" and "Light for Change". 

Successfully addressing light pollution in the context of the activities of the IYL-2015 requires a balanced appraisal of 

the benefits and risks associated to the use of light at night. To help achieving this end a specific effort is required in 

order to: 

- Send positive messages: contrary to conventional wisdom, fighting light pollution does not mean shutting off the lights. 

It just means using well designed lighting systems to see better where and when required, being environmentally 

respectful and protecting people's health.  

- Transmit the overall picture: putting excessive stress on the energy efficiency of lighting sources alone is just 

misleading. Sustainability is also about lighting levels, emission patterns, spectra, and timing. Light at night shall be 

considered as a potential pollutant, and be treated that way. 

- Manage potential conflicts of interest: Presumably not all stakeholders of the IYL-2015 are equally concerned about 

light pollution, and some of them may have conflicting interests. This may be the case of some segments of the lighting 

industry that may fear a short term reduction of their benefit margins if switching production to manufacture and 

distribute truly sustainable and low light pollution devices. From a positive standpoint, these firms could find beneficial 

to develop definite actions for light pollution prevention and control under their corporate social responsibility plans. 
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